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Sexual Harassment and Women’s Rights
by Mary Manuel
On Monday, April 14, Rep.
B arbara U lichny spoke on
“Sexual Harassment and Your
R ig h ts .”
Her
presentation
m arked
the
beginning
of
Women’s Week sponsored by
Downer Feminists Council.
Ms. Ulichny pointed out that
there are various form s of
harrassm ent:
physical and
verbal. Any kind of unwanted
sexual contact constitutes sexual
abuse. This includes any form of
intercourse, pinching or un
wanted oral sex.
Until recently a woman had no
legal rights over her own body;
sexual access belonged first to
her father, then to her husband.
This stems from the common law
which was handed down from
England. When a woman was
abused, it was theoretically a
violation against the person that
"owned” her and not the woman
herself. A sexual assault was
blamed on the woman rather
than on the assailant.
Now, Ms. Ulichny stated, in
Wisconsin a sexual assault victim
has specific rights. Rape is
treated as a violent crime in
which the sex organ is used as a
weapon. The focus is now on how
much force was used rather than
only how much resistance was
shown. The question of prior
sexual contact is no longer
brought into the question.

Barbara Vlichv
Photo: Michael Kortenhof

There are many situations in
which a woman is in potential
danger of being harassed. Ms.
Ulichny pointed out that one in
four women will be harassed at
some time in their lives. One
third of these will have suffered
sexual abuse by the age sixteen,
many of them by members of
their own families. There are now
laws pertaining to many types of
harassment, including domestic
violence, child abuse and
wife beating. A wife can get a
restraining order to have her
husband barred from the house
while she seeks help.
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One of the major problems
facing
women
today
is
harassment on the job. It is
estim ated 70 percent of all
women have experienced some
abuse on the job, while 56 percent
have been subject to physical
advances. This is also a problem
among students. Many times
women will be put in situations
where she must comply with her
superior’s wishes for sex in order
to gain advancement, or in the
case of a female student, a
passing grade. These incidents
often go unreported for the
woman is fearful of the reper
cussions.
Ms. Ulichny stressed women
need more forms of protection on
all job levels. She feels women
should form support groups to
encourage sexually harassed
women on the job to bring it into
the open.
Sexual harassment is a fact of
life for which every woman
should prepare herself. Ms.
Ulichny urged everyone present
to acquaint herself with the laws
in her own state to find out
exactly what her rights are so
that she may stand up for herself
in the best possible way.
Hopefully, the day will come
when rape and other sexual
crimes are treated like any other
offense, crimes for which the
victim is not blamed.
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M IC H LL LL W ALLACE, author of Black Macho and the
Myth of the Superwoman, lectured in Riverview Lounge
Thursday night to a large crowd. She stated, “The Moynihan
Report (1965) was trying to take the responsibility for racism
off white male shoulders where it belonged, and place it on
blacks, especially on black women -and this would never do.”
rnoio:
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U n iv e r s ity , A p p le t o n . W is c o n s in
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by The Lawrentian Staff
On Monday, April 14, the
Lawrence University Community
Council (LU CC)
passed a
proposal limiting the number of
fratern ity m em bers able to
petition for a dormitory “ block”
to 30 percent during the first two
rounds of block selection. If, after
two rounds, there are still blocks
available, the 30 percent rule no
longer applies.
This proposal is a LUCC ver
sion of a proposal the LUCC
Housing Committee had been
working on for two and one half
terms. The original did not allow
more than 30 percent in any block
regardless of the results of the
lottery system.
Because of the closing of small
houses, the Housing Committee
felt the housing options of in
dependent students and female
Greeks had been reduced. The
block is now the only alternative
these students have, other than
regular dormitory space. The
fraternity members have these
two options, plus their own
houses. The aim of the proposal
was to even the number of options
out by eliminating the blocking
option for the fraternity m em 
bers.

r

LUCC President Kevin Fritsche wished to stress that the
Housing Committee’s proposal
was meant to eliminate the
blocking option for fraternity
members. The Housing Com
mittee did not begin with the idea
that a group of fratern ity
members would create behavior
problems in a dorm situation, or
dominate a dormitory. Five of
the six members of the Housing
Com m ittee are m em bers of
Greek social organizations.
In addition, Fritsche pointed
out that under existing rules, no
fraternity member is allowed to
live outside his house unless he is
a campus host or a counselor.
Fritsche feels the new system
may be unfair to fraternity
members: “ Fraternity members
must live in their house unless it
is full, then they have no choice
but to live in the dorms.”
Michelle McMahon, however,
argued that the new LUCC
measure is “ fair to a ll” and
refuted the idea that the thirty
percent figure was “arbitrary.”
She also mentioned that in a
minor compromise the LUCC is
letting groups with more than
thirty per cent fratern ity
cont. on page 5
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Ariel: Brady sorts out the Chaos
The Ariel office, plagued with
staff problems the past two
terms, has had a major shift of
management. Junior Lisa Brady
has recently taken over the
responsibilities of editor. With
the staff realignment has come
other changes in the yearbook.
“ None of the book was finished
when I took over,” said the new
editor, “but I ’ve been slowly
sorting out the chaos.” None of
the previous yearbook deadlines
were met, so Brady rescheduled
new deadlines and a new delivery
date to avoid extra charges.
Returning Lawrentians, faculty
and administration will be able to
pick the 1979-80 Ariel soon after
classes begin next September.
The yearbooks will be available
for off-campus students when
they
return
to
Appleton.
Graduating seniors and students
not returning to Lawrence will be
mailed their copy of the Ariel at
no extra charge. Brady urges all
seniors
and
non-returning
students to stop at the Ariel office
or send a memo with the address
of where they would like their
Ariel sent.
Brady had expected to become

editor for the 1980-81 Ariel, and
had anticipated making several
changes in the yearbook then.
“ The new delivery date has
allowed me to make some
changes earlier than I had
planned,” she stated. “ The staff
and I feel that a fall delivery is
beneficial to the concept behind a
yearbook. A school year is from
September to June, not April to
March. The ’79-’80 yearbook will
contain everything that has
happened, from New Student
Week to Graduation.” The only
disadvantage, Brady admits, is
the exclusion of 1979 spring
sports, but “ this will be the only
year in which they are left out.”
“ Another source of confusion is
book sales,” says Brady. “ We are
short 120 orders from what is
required. There have also been
problems in the billing system.
Only one-third of the students
have ordered yearbooks. One
professor and a couple a d 
ministrators may be added to the
list.” The Ariel Office will be
staging a massive door-to-door
sales cam paign next week.
Faculty and administration will
be included in the drive. Brady

urges interested students not to
hesitate to order a ’79-’80 Ariel,
which is still only $11. “This
year’s yearbook will have full
coverage of the Installation of
President
W arch,
the
Rededication of Main Hall, and
Graduation. There will also be a
large section covering the ‘Big
Events’ on campus, including
Homecoming, the Gong Show,
Celebrate, Trivia and Zoo day, to
mention a few.”
Those students who want to
order yearbooks, or those who
have ordered their books but
haven’t paid for them, are urged
to pay the Ariel Office directly,
preferably by check. A memo
will be sent to students who have
ordered but not yet paid for their
Ariel.
“ Next year I will be editor
again, and I ’ve already made
innovative plans for the ’80-’81
Ariel,” states Brady. “ Seniors
will once again be pictured with
informals. Underclassmen will
be in small informal groups, and
freshmen will be pictured by
sections. The greek section will
be enlarged and improved. I ’m
also open to all suggestions.”

G u ita r p la y in g e x tr a v a g a n z a a t C o ffe e h o u s e
bv Barbara Storms
ATTENTION ALL Y E COFFEEHAU S
FANS
AND
F A N A T IC S!!!!! We are pleased
to announce a special coffeehouse
m usical extravaganza, which
will take place on Thursday
night, April 24. (N.B. that’s
Thursday night, not Sunday.)
Appearing will be Chicago-based
blues master Jim Brewer and
guitarist Andy Cohen. Doors open
at nine, and the entertainment
will be non-stop until midnight. In
addition to these two musicians
we will be featuring our usual
array of nutritious munchies and
drinks, with maybe a chocolate
chip cookie or two snuck in, and
the easy, relaxing atmosphere
which has made the coffeehouse
so well-loved.
Jim Brewer has been a wellknown figure in Chicago folk and
blues clubs for 30 years, and has
toured alone and with people such
as Steve Goodman. (Remember
him ?) Despite J im ’s near-total
blindness, he plays his six-string

Martin with amazing intricacy
and speed. He doesn’t limit
himself to blues style, but has a
large
repetoire
including
religious, cowboy, ragtime and
other folk tunes.
He
noted
for
his
ap
pealing ability to make up songs
on the spot about the audience,
the events of the day, or his
mood, which unless you tape
you’ll never hear again. Follow
the advice of the Prairie Sun
(Nov. 10, 1978): “When Jim
Brewer plays in your local club,
give him the listen he deserves.
You’ll be blessed in return with a
very enjoyable m usical ex
perience.”
We are also pleased to present
Andy Cohen, “twelve-fingered
guitar picker, boogie woogie
piano player and scratcher out of
tunes on a dozen more in
struments.” He has played in folk
festivals, clubs, coffeehouses,
and colleges all over the country,
and has been warmly praised for
his excellence in
playing
Southern folk music, bluegrass,

ragtime, and jazz. Along with
Jim Brewer the combination
promises to be one of the biggest
Coffeehouse events of the year.
So drop your books—it’s only the
third week, and besides, you’re
not studying as hard as you
look—and come down to the
Coffeehouse between 9 and
midnight on Thursday the 24th.
If you cannot wait ’til Thur
sday, whet your appetite Sunday
the 20th, when the Coffeehouse
presents three unique events.
From 9 to 10 there will be a poetry
reading featuring Mrs. Lauter
and some of your favorite
Lawrentian laureates. Between
10 and 10:30 a meeting of some of
Lawrence’s greatest minds will
take place in the College Bowl
Finals. And from 10:30 until
inspiration runs out, the stage
will once again be held by Jeff
Wisser and the College Avenue
Band, including those adorable
S lig h tly - D is h e v e lle d , WellAdjusted, Toilet-Trained, White
Upper M iddle Class P riv ate
College Boys.

M IC H A EL OKSENBERG, one of the country’s leading
authorities on China, will speak on “The United States and
China in World Affairs” Tuesday at a convocation at 11:10
a.m. in Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
Photo: P R . l)ept.
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L U C C B u d g e ts
D ue S unday
The Lawrence University Community Council’s Finance Com
mittee decided in a secret session last Friday to give The Lawren
tian $1300 to rescue us from our financial crisis. However, accor
ding to LUCC official Jenny Abraham, the some $450 in honoraria
for The Lawrentian staffers has been withheld. Whether or not
Lawrentian workers get any money at the end of the year will
depend on how much remains then.
The Lawrentian received what we asked for. The $1300 should
make it possible for us to print some twelve-page issues when we
have enough copy for them. (The fact that we have reduced the
number of copies by thirty per cent may still cause some difficulty,
though.)
In the General Announcements section of this issue, it ’s men
tioned that the deadline for the 1980-81 budgets for all campus
organizations is Sunday, April 20. (Sunday?) This is an important
day.
Part of The Lawrentian’s problem this year was that we didn't
ask for enough funding last year. This happened because the people
who drew up last year’s budget graduated and had no com
m unication with those who worked on the 1979-80 school
newspaper.
We encourage all campus organizations to draw up their 198081 budget proposals with care. And we recommend that those who
propose the budgets be people who will be here, active in their
organization next year. They’re the ones who will have to live with
the funding allocated by LUCC this spring.
We realize, of course, that the LUCC has only a limited amount
of money and cannot give every group all that it wants. Thus, each
group needs to be able to defend its demands and show that the
funding is absolutely essential.
As for The Lawrentian, we intend to ask for enough funding to
be able to print 1500 copies of twenty-four issues for an average of
twelve pages in length. This would allow The Lawrentian to con
tinue the standard of excellence set by Fall and Winter Term
Editor Jeff Wisser and his staff.
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B ach speaks
Johann Sebastian Bach,
care of the Lawrentian
We think its scandalous that a
composer of your stature cannot
see fit to tailor his compositions
to accom odate the precision
clocklike functioning of the
University’s Food Service. Any
composer who knows his stuff
would arrange his performances
in one hour shifts, so that Downer
would not have to think ahead to
anticipate a rush of culturally
nourished yet gastronomically
fam ished Law rentians, which
they obviously did not! Heaven
knows that the poor Lawrentians
(especially since there’s no
student discount on tickets) who
make the effort to attend such a
manifestation of the essence of
our highly touted liberal lear
ning—the proverbial Lawrence
difference should not be ac
comodated as well as the per
formers. And woe unto the short
sighted, routinized bureaucrat,
who having fed not only his ar
tistic sole, but his belly as well,
complains that his enjoyment of
the second half of the concert was
dim inished by the raucous
grow ling
of
innum erable
stomachs belonging to starving
Law rentians. After all m an
should not live by bread alone,
but it helps!
Malnutritionally yours,
ANNA M A G D L E A BACH

(alias Emily Copeland)

B re w e rs tr ip
First of all I would publicly like
to thank everyone who made the
Brewers-Bosox trip a success,
save
Mother
N ature.
Specifically, I would like to
mention Rosie in the business
office, Jean and the rest of the
Downer crew, Marge Van Roy,
Chris Mitchell, the Office of
Campus Life; especially Nola,
Mary Ann, and Tom. And I would
like to say a special thanks to the
91 other crazy baseball fans that
made a rainy night bus trip in
Hartford Wis. a “completely
unique experience.”
Anyway, the trip has been
rescheduled for Friday, May 9th,
a 7:30 game versus Baltimore.
Option 1: If you live close to the
Milwaukee area, your rain check
is good for the entire season on
any game you wish to attend.
Option 2: Refunds of $5.50 are
available, but you must get your
ticket to me by Wednesday, April
23.
Option 3: Those planning to
attend the May 9 game must also
return their tickets to me by
Wednesday, April 23, and cost
will be an additional four dollars.
If you have any questions please
contact me at ext. 320.
—TOM D W YER

The reason that this article was
of special interest to me is that I
found it not on the front page
along with President Carter’s
most recent condemnations of
Iran, nor on the second page
along with statements from
Ronald Reagan that he was being
honest and not ignorant when he
said that he didn’t know that
Vietnam veterans were eligible
for education benefits. I found
this article on the fourteenth
page. Funny, it seemed like news
of a little more importance than
the breakthroughs in dog
grooming practices that one
usually finas on page fourteen.
The entire article takes only
about four inches of space.
When Harlan Ellison exposed
television’s handling of the news
as slanted and inept, I listened.
Carefully. You don’t have to be
paranoid to realize the
tremendous effect on public
attitudes that the media has. I’m
sure that you’ve seen it before.
CBS News airs a story depicting
the U.S. Army as being
desperately in need of multimillion dollar aircraft in order to
defend this country of ours. A
week later polls show that
Americans now support an in
creased military budget. You

If A m erica
accepts
the
proposals espoused by Ralph
Nader and his ideological
followers ; that all bi$ business is
corrupt, zero growth is desirable,
and that we are faced with
inevitable, hopeless shortages of
jobs, energy and cap ital,
disadvantaged blacks and other
minorities will be faced with
greater poverty and despair than
ever before.
R alph N ader’s latest a n ti
business venture is Big Business
Day—scheduled for April 17,
designed to promote a no-growth
philosophy and substantially
alter the American economic
system of free enterprise as we
know it today.
What Nader doesn’t seem to
realize is that zero growth is an
elitist concept that—whether
intended or not—spells disaster
for anyone who can’t really say,
“ I ’ve got it made.’’ For the vast
majority of us, black and whitefighting as we are against an
inflation that dips into our
pockets every time we turn
around—zero growth and low
growth mean only one thing: less
of a chance to take part in the
American dream.
Maybe the anti-growth people
don’t share that dream; maybe
they don’t remember what it’s
like to be a have-not. It’s my
guess it’s been a long time since
any of them had to tell his or her
kids at night why the refrigerator
is empty.
The very idea that America
should deliberately slow its
growth even more, is as patently
an anti-minority idea as one
might offer. It would assure that
blacks and other minorities will
stay at the bottom of the
economic ladder just as surely as
if we passed a law saying that you
will never be any better off than
you are today. T h a t’s con
demning literally millions of
young blacks to lives of poverty.
F u rthe rm o re, if no-growth
policies are adopted, and the
economic pie is not increased,
we’re likely to see rise to class
conflict: black against whites,
old people against young people,

unions against business, haves
against have-nots.
The proposals being put forth
by Nader and his followers would
speed up this process and deal a
final blow to the hopes of poor
prople to climb the ladder of
success. It would be like saying,
“ If you can’t reach the eight step
of the ladder you can’t get on.”
The issue boils down to this:
will democracy, freedom, and
relative affluence survive as we
now know them?
Zero growth means less for
everyone—less
jobs,
less
housing, less food, less clothing,
the result of this policy would be
lack of upward mobility, lask of
jobs at entry level, and increased
conflict. We must return to an
economic system which permits
an American—perhaps a recent
college graduate, or even a
person without much formal
education—to develop an idea
into a business which in turn has
the opportunity to grow and
prosper.
The animating force in our
economy is the private enterprise
sector, which pays the govern
ment bills, produces the sinews of
defense ana satisfies the greatest
private investment demands the
world has ever witnessed.
W hat disadvantag ed people
need are freer markets ana a
return to the principles of the Bill
of Rights—principles which the
Supreme Court of the 1930s threw
out when they gave the state and
federal governm ents greater
control over the in d iv id u a l’s
economic life.
Black people need a fair chance
to compete—nothing more or
nothing less.
WALTER E. WILLIAMS
(W illiam s is an Associate
Professor or E conom ics at
Temple U niversity and cochairman of the Washingtonbased National Coalition For
Growth which celebrated April 17
as Growth Day—a day of national
celebration to mark the con
tributions of the American Free
Enterprise system to prosperity,
democracy, and freedom under
law.)
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Dear Sir:
While we were planning the
recent festival celebrating the
Age of Bach, we thought that we
had covered all details. We have
learned, however, that on Sunday
evening the lines were not open
when students in the audience
arrived at Downer and that,
furthermore, they paid $2.50 for a
Bach’s Lunch that included none
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of the a d ditio n al attractions
offered at the library. We regret
this oversight and write to ex
press our apologies while
recognizing at the same time that
no apology can overcome the
annoyance that students felt on
Sunday.
GERVAIS R E E D
Coordinator of College Events
for the Bach Festival

le g is la tio n

To the Editor:
The Lawrence U niversity
C om m unity Council recently
passed new legislation con
cerning petitions for blocking.
The legislation provides that
know why. It is at this point that fraternity members may com
the paranoid scream “ Con prise no more than thirty-three
spiracy!”. After all, the latest percent of the total number of
line from Washington is that persons submitting the petition.
President Carter wants to spend This legislation obviously
more money on arms. I don’t discriminates against members
scream anything yet, but I’ve
the Lawrence Community who
learned to keep my guard up of
belong to fraternities.
when watching television. In a
It would seem that the primary
very real sense, the media purpose behind allowing students
doesn’t merely report the news, to live in a blocked area would be
they make it.
to give them the opportunity to
When I read newspapers, on live together, to select the student
the other hand, I generally relax. with which they would like to live.
There seem to be more diverse If this is indeed the purpose
opinions expressed through the behind the blocking option, then
printed word than through fraternity members snould also
television. After all, wasn’t it the have this right as Lawrence
newspapers that had the courage students.
to oppose the government, and to
It has been argued that
bring Richard Nixon tumbling fraternity
members have more
down a few years ago? The housing options
than non
newspapers print articles not
ity students. This is
only by James Kirkpatrick and fratern
not true. According to
the Conservative point of view, simply
University housing
but also by I.F. Stone and the Lawrence
policy, a fraternity member must
Liberals. This, of course, is the reside in the fraternity to which
essential point, that both sides of he belongs unless it is filled to its
arguments be presented.
two of the five
If Iran has legitimate com capacity. Only
houses are presently
plaints against the U.S., we need fraternity
to know them. It’s much too easy filled to capacity. This means
that the members of three out of
to poke fun at the Ayatollah.
P S. I’m not paranoid yet, but the five fraternities must reside
in their respective fraternity
(live me time . . . and more news houses.
According to housing
ike this on page fourteen.

Put conspiracy theories up front

by Larry Welch
Conspiracy theories have never
particularly impressed me. In
general, they seem to be at
tempts to explain complex events
and situations in exceedingly
simple terms: some immensely
powerful individuals or groups
working secretly to deviously
further their mutual goals. I am
not paranoid enough -to accept
that kind of reasoning without
concrete evidence, which is
seldom available. Now and then,
however, I have to wonder, if for
only a moment. Consider the
following article, printed last
week in the Milwaukee Journal:
Tehran, Iran—Two American
hostages shown on Iranian
television in a midnight broad
cast said early Thursday that the
U.S. Embassy and some of its
personnel were involved in
espionage.
The two hostages, whose
names were not identified in the
broadcast and could not be
learned later, described com
munications monitoring ac
tivities from a secret building
disguised as a warehouse in the
embassy compound, and aerial
photography by a specially
equipped U.S. plane . . .

Opposes Ralph Nader

policy, the balance of fraternity
members that cannot live in their
fraternity house must reside in
Lawrence’s dormitories. This
places them in the same position
as the rest of Lawrence’s
students.
If the primary purpose of the
blocking option is to allow
students to choose whom they
would like to live with, then
fraternity members should also
have this right. After all,
fraternity members have openly
committed themselves to living
and working together. It seems
that the purpose of “fraternity”
is the very goal which the
blocking option tries to achieve.
Fraternities have been a part
of Lawrence University since its
birth, and one would hope that the
University would be proud of its
fraternity system. But through
its recent blocking legislation, it
would seem that the LUCC does
not consider fraternity members
to be students deserving of equal
rights. If the discriminative
legislation is not altered or
rectified, the university will be
guilty of a blatant injustice. It
will be a sad day for Lawrence
University
when,
upon
graduating, a young man must
say, “I was a member of a
fraternity at Lawrence, but I
never lived with any of my
brothers; my house was always
full.”
Sincerely,
THOMAS J.W O Z N IC K I
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N e w s in B r i e f s
by Christopher Butler and Brian Lewis
From NPR, UP I, AP
Iran—The Powers that be in Iran have postponed for
another week the secondary round of Parlimentary elections
which must be concluded before the hostage question is settled.
Foreign Minister Ghotzbadeh said, "The clashes with Iraq on
our mutual border are more important than the hostage
situation, it may be late summer before the question is put to the
newly elected parliam ent.” Carter administration, implying
military action, has set a mid-May deadline for progress in the
167 day old crisis. President Carter plans to announce additional
sanctions Thursday afternoon. The Boston Globe reported that if
military action were deemed necessary, the most likely plan
would include the mining by air of Irans four principle ports.
State department spokesman Hodding Carter told a news
conference Wednesday that, due to Russian Army maneuvers
north of the Iranian border, “ Iran ought to worry—if Canada
was about to attack us, or Mexico, I ’d want to know about
enhanced capabilities, not whether there are maneuvers were
directed South or South and West.”
President Carter and Prim e Minister Menachen Begin
wound up two days of talks in Washington on the Palestinian
Question. “ Minimal progress’ was reported, although, it was
agreed that 20 days each be spent in Egypt and Israel during the
next round of talks.
National News
The forecasted “recession” appears to have arrived. Chase
Manhattan Bank cut its prime lending rate (the amount of in
terest charged to best corporate borrowers) from 20 percent to
19% percent. Record high mortgage rates have forced building
permits way down, and new housing starts have plunged 22
percent in the last month.
Detroit—In an effort to adjust to a 30 percent diminution in
sales, Ford Motor Co. announced this week the elimination of
15,000 jobs. General Motors layed off an additional 12,000
workers at five plants bringing the total number on furlough to
80,000. National Public Radio News reported that Vi of the U.S.
Auto workers are now out of work, approximately 193,000
people.
---President Carter asked a number of Chemical production
firms to volunterily cut prices after unusually high profits last
quarter. He was told that without relaxation of en-vironmental
controls the Presidents suggestion was fin a n c ia lly
impossible.
Two planeloads of Cuban refugees were transported
Wednesday to Costa Rica. These are the first of 10,800 refugees
who have jam med the Peruvian embassy in Havana since April
4 seeking political asylum.
In a decision which over-turns two New York convictions,
the Supreme Court, by a 6-3 majority, ruled against
laws allowing police to enter homes without warrants in order to
make arrests and conduct searches.
E xisten tial Philosopher-w riter-playwright Jean-Paul
Sartre died Tuesday in Paris at the age of 74 after a long illness.
Effective May 1, Wisconsin drivers will be paying two cents
a gallon more for gasoline, due to a hike in state tax from seven
to nine cents. Dealers around the state are burned up because
state officials have told them they must pay another tax on the
inventory in the ground April 30th, before the May 1 tax on
consumer prices takes affect.
>
Jan Riffe, a wildlife official on Alaskas Kodiak Island spoke
to reporters in opposition to a proposed hydro-electric plant
which would flood230 acres of the 580 acre site. Concerned about
the effects such a move would have on the endangered Kodiak
Bear, he was quoted as saying: “ Brown Bears are poor
swimmers, and would have difficulty living under water.
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Welcome Students!

FELLOWSHIPS
AVAILABLE
The Department of Linguistics at the University of Illinois at
Chicago Circle offers work leading to the MA In theoretical and
applied linguistics, including an MA in TESOL (Teaching
English to Speakers of Other Languages).
Beginning In the Fall Quarter, 1980, the Department of
Linguistics will offer a generous number of fellowships to
qualifying graduate students—which will include a tuition and
fee waiver, plus a tax-free spipend of $1,000 at minimum. In ad
dition, other kinds of financial aid are available to prospective
students. For applications and information, write to:
Andrew Schiller, Head
Department of Linguistics
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
Box 4348
Chicago, IL 60680
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~OME GOOD NEWS AN '
SOME BAD N E W S ...

THE BAD NEWS IS THAT
THIS YEAR'S YEARBOOK WON'T
BE OUT "TIL NEXT YEAR.

I t ’ s r a in in g H
by Phil Brick
and John Gastineau
The United States has often
been called the “ Saudi Arabia of
C o al.”
Indeed,
Am erica
possesses the largest proven
reserves of coal in the world.
Many believe that coal may hold
the strongest potential as an
im m ediate energy source to
reduce our dependence on foreign
oil and nuclear energy. On the
surface, this alternative seems
attractive.
We
have
the
technology to extract and convert
coal to electrical power with
relative ease. But at what cost?
Aside from the familiar en
vironmental impacts of mining
coal, the burning of coal produces
a subtle but devastating pollution
problem. Impurities in the coal
when combusted, particularly
sulfur and nitrogen, react with
moisture in the atmosphere to
cause a phenomenon known as
“acid rain.”
Normal precipitation is slightly
acidic, but rain falling in many
parts of the world today is as
much as 1000 times as acidic as
normal precipitation, largely due
to the combustion of fossil fuels,
coal in particular. Rain falling in
Scotland in 1974 was measured to
be the acidic equivalent of
vinegar (pH-2.4). The rainfall
over many parts of the Soviet
Union, Europe, and the Eastern
United States has been measured
to be increasingly acidic ever
since the industrial revolution,
with dramatic increases in the
last forty years. The combustion
of fossil fuels has been pinpointed
as the primary cause of the
decreasing rain pH levels.
Although
there
is
still
disagreement in the scientific
com m unity
concerning
the
severity of the effects of acid rain
on plant and animal life, no one
can claim that it is beneficial.
Acid rain from industrial sources
in Europe is Scandanavia’s most
serious pollution problem. Many
lakes in Norway, Sweden, and
Finland, where local conditions
are unable to neutralize the acid
fallout, have become sterile and
devoid of fish life. Several lakes
in the Adirondacks of Upper New
York State have suffered a
similar fate as the result of fossil
ruel com bustion by electric
power plants and industry in the
Eastern United States. Many
delicate lakes in Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Upper Michigan, and
Canada are beginning to show the
detrim ental effects of acid
precipitation.
A serious problem has already
developed in the Lac LaCroix
region of Northern Minnesota.
Increased acidity of the soil and
water in the region has caused
the release of mercury into the
ecosystem. Native Americans
dependent on fishing and related
industries are being harmed
because of high mercury levels in
the fish.
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The damage, however, is not
limited to the delicate lakes of the
north. Acid rain attacks manm ade structures, p articu larly
galvanized
steel,
painted
woodwork, and limestone. Many
historical structures and works of
art in Europe are suffering ac
celerated erosion. With a lesser
degree of certainty, acid rain
may have serious effects on
a g r ic u lt u r a l
p r o d u c tiv ity .
Research is still pending in this
area.

the emmissions of new facilities.
Smoke scrubbers i using current
technology, however, are ex
pensive and inefficient at best.
Because of increasing use of coal
to generate electric power and
dwindling reserves of easilyextracted low-sulful coal, it
appears that the new E PA
standards will not do enough to
halt the slow but inevitable
poisoning of our environment.
m e increasingly apparent
environmental ramifications of

For all practical purposes, acid
rain is a “point source” pollution
problem, but the harmful effects
are often felt far away from the
pollution source. Since the E n
vironmental Protection Agency
(E P A )
measures
pollutant
concentrations in the immediate
vicinity of the source, utilities
and other industries simply build
incredibly tall smokestacks that
greatly disperse the emmisions
to meet EPA standards. By
putting the pollutants higher into
the atmosphere, however, the
stacks cause them to be carried
farther, turning a local problem
into a regional or even in
ternational problem.
The EPA now requires the
removal of 70-90 percent of the
sulfur and nitrogen oxides from

coal combustion force us to take
another look at our energy
alternatives. We cannot burn
increasing amounts of coal using
current technologies without a
serious im pact on the en
vironment. The costs of acid rain
are hidden, but devastating. This,
perhaps,
is precisely
the
problem. Because acid rain does
not have the motional appeal of
the problems associated with
nuclear energy, m any “ en
v iro n m e n ta lists” and public
policy makers are oblivious to the
problem. A rational assessment
of risks is needed while we wait
for other technologies to be
developed. The “ no nukes”
crowd may want to reconsider
the absolutist nature of their
position before they embark on
their next fishing trip or prepare
their next tax form.

Photo: Mike Kortenhof

E c o n o m is t c o n s id e rs c o n s tr a in ts
by Paul Smith
and Dave Challoner
Last Monday evening, in the
third of a five part public policy
lecture series, the Lawrence
c om m unity was pleased to
welcome
Professor
Jam es
Buchanan, General Director of
the Center for Public Choice at
Virginia Polytechnical Institute.
Buchanan, one of the nation’s
foremost political economists,
sacrificed Virginia spring rains
and flooding for Appleton snow in
order to familiarize Lawrence
students and faculty with his
views on the state of the
economy, and the complex
relationships which exist bet
ween
government
and
economics.
Basically, Professor Buchanan
believes that govermnent should
control its expenditures without
increasing taxes. Early in the
lecture, he referred to a quote by
James Madison, stating that “ the
government must control itself
and
then
the
governed.”
Buchanan stated that in the last
ten years, government spending
and taxation has reached an all
time high, comparable only to
that of the wartime economy in
the 1940s. He pointed out that at
the turn of the century state and
governmental spending barely
exceeded eight percent of the
total gross national product.
However, Buchanan predicted

that by 1981, state and govern
mental spending could reach
upwards of forty percent.
E ssentially, Buchanan a t
tempted to answer the question of
whether or not constitutional
constraints could be effective in
controlling government spending
and taxation. In dealing with this
question,
the
professor
characterized
the
federal
governm ent
as
a
large,
monopolistic corporation seeking
to maximize profits. He stated
that the only two ways of ef
fectively controlling a monopoly
are by (1) creating competition
(very
im practical
when
discussing the immensity of the
federal governm ent) or (2)
passing statutory laws regulating
and restricting fiscal operations.
It is on this point that Buchanan
concentrated his argument.
Professor Buchanan discussed
three popular models which
attempt to explain how govern
ment acts and why it does so.
With little attention focused on
the
re distributionalist
and
structuralist models, Buchanan
spoke mostly on the monopolistic
model. He indicated that we
cannot control the behavior of
politicians and to a certain extent
the agenda manipulation, which
brings a considerable amount of
revenue
into
government
continued on page 6

E ic h e lb e rg e r tra c e s b la c k fe m in is t m o v e m e n t
...... ......

by Janet Teska
On Monday, April 14 at 8:00
p.m. Ms. Daniels Eichelberger,
director of the National Alliance
of Black Feminists spoke about
black fe m inism as part of
w om en’s week. T racing the
development of feminism and the
growth of the black civil rights
m ovem ent, Ms. Eichelberger
presented the history of the black
feminist movement.
Using examples from her own
life, Ms. Eichelberger pointed out
that sex-recognition comes much
earlier in child development than
does race-recognition. The
disparity in the treatment of
brothers and sisters brought
about her early interest in
feminism, while her interest in
the black civil rights movement
developed later in her life.
Ms. Eichelberger outlined the
history of the black movement
starting from the time of Harriet
Tubman and Frederick Douglas.
Even though
Douglas a c 
com plished
m uch,
Ms.
Eichelberger pointed out, Tub
man accomplished even more,
yet received less attention
historically. Blacks in general

F a c u lty
n o te s
The following has been gleaned
from Dean of the University
Faculty Mojmir Povolny's memo
to the Lawrence faculty:
Appointments
Mr. Anthony Roeber has been
appointed to a three-year con
tract as Assistant Professor of
History.
Mr. Steve Terwilliger, who has
been teaching part-time in the art
department this year, has been
appointed for 1980-81 as Visiting
Assistant Professor of Art. He
will substitute for Mr. Arthur
Thrall while Mr. Thrall is on
sabbatical leave.
In the Conservatory of Music

Jill Swenson, Women's Week Co
ordinator.
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receive less press than do whites,
but black women get less at
tention than any other group.
Throughout her lecture, Ms.
Eichelberger stressed the fact

that the women’s movement
owes much to the black civil
rights movement. White women
working on abolition began to
realize their own powerlessness

Mr. Thomas E. Froehlich, for
mer student of Mrs. Miriam
Duncan and now a Ph.D. can
didate and faculty member at
North Texas State University
School of Music, has been ap
pointed
as
a
one-year
replacement for Mrs. Duncan
while she is on sabbatical leave.

Resignation
Miss Ann Leffler has resigned
from
the
departm ent
of
Sociology. She has accepted a
position at Utah State University
in Logan starting in September
1980. During her short stay at
Lawrence she rendered the
university distinguished service.

Women in crisis
by Ellen A. Meyers
On Wednesday night four Fox
Valley women presented a panel
discussion entitled “Women in
Crisis.”
Peggy Olson heads the 24 hour
crisis phone unit. Its service not
only includes m ental health
referrals but also supportive
listening. Listening is objective to
help the woman explore her own
problems. The service also en
courages exploration of support
systems to help her through her
time of crisis. Women must
develop
positive
coping
m echanism s and the phone
counselors are trained to help the
women do so. Ms. Olson says that
“ women don’t know how strong
they are.”
The crisis phone unit also
involves face to face follow up.
Diane Malden is a member of the
crisis team which provides 24
hour em ergency psychiatric
evaluation. Ms. Malder mainly
dealt with the topic of battered
women in her talk. The battered
woman syndrome is identifiable
by em otional, physical, and
economic signs. A poor selfimage is an emotional factor as
well as a history of possible
family violence while growing
up. A battered wom an is
physically limited in terms of
having a life of her own.
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Economically, she usually has
little education and job skills.
Individual and group counseling
help her to improve her self
image and to develop asser
tiveness.
Cathy Stiver, a psychologist for
Human Services in Outagamie
County, discussed types of loss
and how we deal with them. The
types range from m a jo r to
temporary. She encourages those
who find themselves acting and
coping in ways that are unusual
for them to talk to someone and to
seek help.
In the area of rape, Bonnie
Affeldt of the Rape Crisis Center,
showed a film and discussed the
topic of rape. The Fox Valley has
a 24 hour crisis phone counseling
line for victims of sexual assault.
The rape crisis service also
provides
emergency
room
support as well as legal support
to the victim. There are five
types of rape: Blind rape when
the victim does not know her
assailant, acquaintance rape,
inability to consent such as when
the victim is under 15, sex with
initial consent that turns violent,
and lust murder which is a rape
that ends in a murder.
All women encourage people to
use these services and in times of
trouble, encourage the use of the
services for strength.
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fight for fthe
right to
organizations have
developed. In
vote. In this sense, the black
1976, the National Alliance of
movement served as a catalyst
Black Feminists was formed in
for the w om en’s suffrage
Springfield,
Illin o is.
Ms.
E ichelberger has been in 
movement.
Using another example from
strumental in the NABF’s efforts
the black civil rights movement,
to form coalitions with other
Ms. Eichelberger pointed out the groups with sim ilar interests.
neglect that black women have
This group focuses on the needs
received from historians. The of black women by holding
famous Montgomery bus boycott discussions and lectures, offering
was started by a black woman.
referral services and organizing
Rosa Parks, who refused to sit in forum and panel discussions of
the back of a bus. Martin Luther issues directly effecting black
King’s role in this boycott is women. It helps black women to
usually played up while Rosa realize the subtle oppression they
are subjected to as well as to help
Parks is often forgotten.
Citing several factors such as them deal w ith the blatant
im proved methods of birth prejudices that they must face.
Ms. Eichelberger concluded
control (which allow women to
take control over their bodies), her lecture by discussing the
the industrialization of society sexism evident in our language.
(allowing men and women to do Profanity, for example, is ex
the same jobs), and the growth of tremely sexist, offering no op
the other civil rights movements tions for derogatory commentary
like those of the Indians and about males. Ms. Eichelberger
veterans, Ms. E ichelberger talked about the use of the word
explained the growth of interest “feminism” and its importance
in black feminism. 1973 marked in labeling the response to the
the beginning of the first black oppressive conditions women are
women’s society with the con faced with. Its use is very im 
troversial word “ feminism” in its portant in both acknowledging
title. That organization has since the problem and identifying its
gone defunct, but several other cure.

The Myth of Progress
by Anne Dooley
On Thursday,
A pril
16,
Assistant Professor Ann Leffler
of the Sociology Department
addressed a group of students,
faculty, and administrators. The
topic of her lecture was “ Gender
in the U.S., Gender at Lawren
ce.” The question which she
proposed to answer was, “ Have
things been getting better for
American women relative to
A m erican
m en?”
Leffler
believes that they have not,
contrary to the popular “myth of
progress” , and she used labor
force statistics to support her
position.
According to Leffler, the theory
that the position of the American
woman in the labor force has
improved is, at best, a popular
myth. Said Ms. Leffler, “ We are
predisposed
to believe
in
progress and to believe that the
past does not apply to us because
it is behind us.” It was this myth
of progress which was the subject
of her critical analysis. She
approached it from two angles. In
the first place, she noted that
contrary to popular belief, things
are not necessarily getting better
for women under an industrial
mode of production. Secondly,
while many of us would assume
that things are better for women
today than they were twenty or
thirty
years ago, c ritical
evaluation of labor
force
statistics shows otherwise. While
it is true that the number of
women entering the work force
has increased, Professor Leffler
believes that these figures are
misleading. For example, in 1960,
there was 110 percent unem
ployment for white women when
compared with white men. In
1970 the figure had risen to 135
percent, and in 1978 it stablized at
133 percent. With respect to
blacks and others, the unem
ployment rate for women rose
from 88 percent in 1960 to 113
percent in 1977. Clearly, white
and nonwhite women’s positions

with respect to unemployment
has not improved in the last 17
years, yet the myth of progress
would suggest otherwise.
If one looks at women’s earn
ings as compared with those of
men, the results are similar.
According to Ms. Leffler, as of
1955 male earnings exceeded
those of females by 56 percent,
and by 1977 the figure had risen to
69.7 percent. In other words, for
every $100 a woman brought
home in 1977, a man brought
home $169.70. The amount of
money that men make relative to
the amount women make has
been increasing.
As of 1977, women made less
money in every field of em
ployment than their male co
workers did. “ So in a year when
everyone knew things were equal
between men and women, men
were bringing home more money
for the sam e w o rk .” F u r
thermore, in no category of
em ploym ent do w om en’s in
comes equal those of m en; of the
six fields where incomes come
closest to being equal, four are
tra d itio n a lly
“ fem ale
oc
c u p a tio n s” . The problem is
complicated, said Leffler, by the
fact that as males are integrated
into ‘fem ale fie ld s’ women’s
salaries relative to those of men
may decline.
Ms. Leffler concluded by noting
that while the number of women
entering the labor force is
enormous, they are entering , for
the most part, in sales, clerical,
and service positions. Labor
statistics
reveal
that
oc
cupational segregation by gender
is wide-spread and that within
occupations women are generally
paid less for equivalent work. “ In
short, looking across modes of
production, there is no reason to
believe in the myth of progress
for women. There is no reason to
believe that for the A m erican
women the moral of the story is
progress.”
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Qkmmrtations
by Bob Braun
Tonight at 8:00 p.m. in Harper
Hall, violoncellist Sara Matthews
will present her senior recital.
Bartok’s “ First Rhapsody” will
open the program, followed by
J.S. Bach’s ‘‘Suite No. 3 in C
M ajor for Solo V ioloncello” .
After a brief intermission, Sara
will perform “ Sonata No. 2 in F
Major” by Johannes Brahms.
Accompanying Miss Matthews on
this evening’s performance will
be pianist Roy Underhill.
The talents of percussionist
Bernhard F. Asher w ill be
showcased this coming Monday
evening when he presents his
senior recital at 8:00 p.m. in
Harper Hall. John Haack will
assist Bernie in DeGastyne’s
Arrangement of Bach’s “ Air and
Gavotte” followed by “ French
Suite for Percussion Solo” by
William Kraft. Gordon Stout’s
etudes I and II from his “ Five
Etudes for M arim ba” will close
the first half. Opening the second
half, Mr. Asher will perform John
Beck’s “Sonata for Tympani” .
Maria Kaiser Dietrich, piano,

cont. from page 1

L U C C . . .
membership compete in the third
round of blocking.
This “minor compromise” still
failed to satisfy fratern ity
members, many of whom har
bored feelings of resentment. In
private conversation it became
evident that many thought they

will accompany bernie on the
final work, “ Concertino for
M arim ba” by Paul Creston.
This week’s student recital will
be held on Thursday (instead of
Tuesday) at its regular time,
11:20a.m. in Harper Hall. Pianist
Helen Chang will begin the
program with the allegro from
the Beethoven “Sonata in G
Major, No. 2” . Anne Fraioli,
flute, will then perform Bloch’s
“ Suite Modale” assisted by Steve
Edmund. Two works by Bassani
will be sung by Ann Hodges ac
companied by Dave Lornson
followed by, pianist,
Jim
Thompson presenting pieces by
Barber and Villa-Lobos. Closing
the week’s musical activities will
be Dave Heller, harpsichord,
performing “Prelude No. 5 in A
M ajor” by Couperin and “ Suite in
F M a jo r” by Georg Bohm
followed by R ac h m a n in o ff’s
“ Etude-Tableau, No. 8” per
formed by Pat Merkle, piano.
All of this week’s musical
happenings are free of charge
and the public is invited to at
tend!

were being treated unfairly and
that the LUCC was engaged in a
personal vendetta against them.
In conclusion, a motion af
fecting the opportunities of
fraternities to block has been
passed—but not without friction
and anger and raw turmoil. On
one side, the cry was for equity
and fairness for all; on the other,
fairness for a group.

Profile: Judo Man

is learning. He must then pass a
written examination on Japanese
terminology used in Judo. Finally
there
are
competition
requirements to test a can
didate’s skills in a changing
situation.
Mark competes regularly, but
feels most comfortable in the role
of instructor. Mark’s Judo class
is part of the U niversity’s
physical education program .
Mark gave a formal presentation
of various aspects of Judo for the
Entertainment a la Carte series
recently. He covered rules,
techniques,
language,
and
exercises. The presentation was
well
done,
coordinating
dem onstration with careful
explanation.
Judo is not M a rk ’s first
priority. “ Whereas judo is my
main hobby, biology I intend to
make my profession,” he said.
Last sum m er Mark won a
fellowship to take a census of
reptiles and amphibians at the
Aldo Leopold reserve in Baraboo,
Wisconsin. This type of research
had never been done before. The
census and a journal of day to day
affairs at the reserve were made
into a formal report sent to the
Wisconsin
Departm ent
of
Natural Resources for future
study.
. ■
v ^
After graduating in June Mark
Tohulka talks
has tentative research projects
Photo: Adam ( iottesman
Mark’s interest in judo began set up in Missouri and Arkansas.
through self-instruction using Both of these involve the study of
books. His first real instruction reptiles and am phibians. In
came at Lawrence in a class November of this year, Mark is
taught by Sue Olski, a Lawrence scheduled to travel to Venezuela
student. During his sophomore where he will do extensive
and junior years, Mark par studies of the ecosystems there.
While judo and biology seem to
ticipated in Judo classes held at
the YMCA. Mark advanced to a be strange bedfellows, there is a
brown belt, second only to black connection in the precision
demanded by both disciplines.
in the degree of difficulty.
Advancement to a higher belt Mark’s achievements in both
requires successful completion of have been outstanding. His ac
three tasks. The student must complishments in judo demon
first dem onstrate to his in  strate that he can transfer the
precision required in biological
structor a thorough knowledge of
technique at the level at which he study to outside endeavors.

T he m u s ic o f th e spheres
by Debbie Pope
B.J.T .
Dobbs,
associate
professor of history at Nor
thwestern University, presented
the final lecture for the “ Bach &
His Age” festival last Monday,
April 14. The talk was entitled
“The Music of the Spheres: Early
Modern Science and Celestial
Harmonies” and was also a
c o m b in a tio n
W is c o n s in
Humanities Lecture and Science
Hall Colloquiam . Ms. Dobbs
described some of the unexpected
unities in the relationships beween music and science and
traced the history of these
relationships from antiquity to
the early modern period.
Ms. Dobbs opened her talk by
speculating on the origin of ideas
about celestial harmony and
suggested that the idea goes back
beyond the Greeks to Jewish
antiquity. The linking of music
and astronomy has continued
throughout history. Pythagoras,
a fifth-century B.C. philosopher
and mathematician, was the first
to find numerical ratios that
defined the basic harmonies of
music. This discovery linked
mathematics very closely with
music, and thereby with celestial
theory. The simple 2 to 1, 3 to 2,
and 4 to 3 ratios which defined the
basic harmonies of music created
a challenge which would explain
the movements of the planets.
This challenge was articulated by
Plato in his works The Republic
and Timaeus.
At this time the earth was
believed to be the center of the
universe with seven spheres
around it each holding one of the
known planets. An eighth outer

sphere surrounded these and held
the stars. Plato in his works
describes how each of the planets
on their spheres move around the
earth at different speeds and how
on each planet is a siren who
sings a certain note as the planet
moves. All together these notes
make up the celestial “harmonia” or octave. The Greek
sirens were Christianized to
angelic choirs during the early
Christian period. The only
problem with this system is that
some of the planets appeared to
move erratically - even back
wards - and simple numerical
laws were desired to explain
these movements.
P tolem y, a second-century
astronomer, suggested that each
of the planets revolved on a
sphere which had a center that
also orbited around its own
sphere. This explained some of
the
seem ingly
erratic
movements of the planets and
observations were better as a
result. Ptolemy also wrote a work
entitled, “ The Harmonics” in
which he described the harmoies
discovered by Pythagoras as
“ d iv in e .” The scientific and
musical theories of Pythagoras
and Ptolemy became the basis
for what was taught about these
subjects in the Middle Ages.
According to Ms. Dobbs, there
was little advance in these areas
until the Renaissance in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
New experim ents in m usic
revealed that the simple ratios of
Pythagoras w eren’t entirely
accurate; this brought into
question the whole idea of
celestial harmonies. Copernicus

by Phil Young
Mark Tohulka grew up in a
house on a quiet country road ten
miles from Fond du Lac. A friend
describes him as being mature
with a down to earth humility,
and a vigor to follow through with
his goals. Yet, somehow this
rural upbringing spurred an
interest in the martial art of
Judo. On a recent Thursday
afternoon, M ark shared this
interest with the Lawrence
Community.
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picked up where Ptolemy left off
and created a sun-centered
system which kept the same
basic spherical ideas as its
predecessor. Copernicus’ defense
of the sun- entered system, an
idea which met with some
psychological resistence at the
time, was that it had “ admirable
sy m m etry ” and was more
“harmonious” than Ptolemy’s. A
modified concept of harmony was
developing.
The sun-centered universe was
a tremendous advance, but ac
curate prediction of planetary
positions was not possible until
K epler’s discoveries in 1609.
Kepler discovered that the
planets revolved not in spheres,
but ellipses. His discovery that
the square of the average time it
takes a planet to rotate around
the sun is proportional to the cube
of the distance of the planet from
the sun answered the ancient’s
challenge to find a sim ple
num erical law which would
explain the movements of the
planets. It also served to draw the
whole system together in a way
undreamed of before.
Ms. Dobbs ended her talk by
saying that the tradition of the
music of the spheres is still with
us today. She said that “the
search for a small number of
ratios and harm ony in the
universe has become a game we
participate in every day” not
only in science, but in other
fields. The craze for sm all
numbers and uniform
ex
planations which began with
P yth agoras’s discoveries in
music have formed “ an im 
mensely fruitful tradition in the
history of Western M an.”

v io lin is r

in c o n c e rt w it h t h e o sh ko sh s y m p h o n y

"His studies with Heifetz hove
given him o remarkoble commond
of his instrument.." iondon times

"The mon is deorly one of the
greots. He has the world ot his
fe e t.” HIGH FIDELITY/MUSICAI AMERICA

o

’ Excellent technical control...
sensitive musician” n y

times

TICKETS: $ 7 .5 0
ot the door, Wilson's Music,
or Mueller-Potter
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B u c h a n a n
“ Not tonight dear, I ’ve a date
with the refrigerator.”
E ART H D A Y ’80
The environmental movement is
planning its 10th birthday party
this spring with celebrations to cap
a decade of progress and begin
another 10 years of challenge.
Environmental leaders gathered
in Washington on Friday to an
nounce their plans for Earth Day
1980, which will be held April 22.
The same date which in 1970
marked the first Earth Day.
Organizers, many of whom also
were involved in the first Earth
Day, said they want the focus of
the event to be at the local level,
with small celebrations throughout
the country.
Earth Day was organized in
response to mounting pollution
problems. Byron Kennard, chair
man of the organizing committee
for earth days says, “The environ
mental movement can look back on
a
decade
of
spectacular
achievement.
We
want
to
celebrate.”
This year in the Appleton area.
Earth Day is being celebrated by
various organizations including the
W A PL sponsored apple tree sale.
Lawrence students will have the
o p p o rtu n ity to celebrate this
Tuesday at Mosquito Hill Nature
Center where an informal nature
hike is planned. People are invited
to lose themselves in the centers’
407 acres. This is a very unique
area which includes a section of the
Wolf river, its flood plain, a prairie,
and Mosquito Hill itself rising 200
ft. above the surrounding woods.
This promises to be a festive oc
casion for all. If interested please
contact Dave Henderson, ext. 395,
or Kurt Marquardt, ext. 631.
CE LE BR A T E ’80
If you missed the hot air balloons
last year, you'll miss them again
this year, but that doesn’t mean
Celebrate '80 won’t get off the
ground. On Mother's Day, May 11,
abandon your books and bring a
buddy to Lawrence’s all-day car
nival. You can look forward to good

food, a variety of music, unique
displays of artwork form around
the area and lots of clowning
around. One special attraction this
year will be Prof. Wun Tin, an ar
tist from New York City, who will
be selling his work which is noted
for its originality. In order to make
Celebrate '80 a huge success, We
Need Your Help!
If interested, please contact
Kathy Doyle, x314
Connie Skowronski, x341
or Mary Taylor—Publicity
Amy Pagel, x314
Artists and Crafts
Patty Quertel, x303—
Entertainment
Jim Cornelius, x392
Greg Griffin, x359
Karen Lutz, x363—
Concessions and Set-up
In interested in operating a
booth, contact Jim Cornelius, x392.
Reid Scholarship
In Journalism
The Thomas B. Reid Prize in
Journalism is available through a
competitive process for graduating
seniors intending a career in jour
nalism and who will be attending a
graduate program in journalism in
1980-81. Students wishing to apply
should send a letter to Dean Lauter
stating the activities they’ve un
dertaken previously which might
be appropriate to know in con
sidering them for the award, and
their views on the field of jour
nalism and what they expect to ac
complish. Each applicant m ust
have been admitted to a school of
journalism or be definitely plan
ning to attend. The award can only
be given to someone enrolled next
year. Students who are away from
Lawrence or alumni can also apply
for this award. Any student who
intends to go to a school of jour
nalism in a subsequent year should
be encouraged to apply for that
year.
Please contact Dean Lauter by
Friday, April 25 if you are in 
terested in applying.

French Story—Theatre
The University of Wisconsin at
Madison, Department of French
and Italian, will play “Contes de
fees et de foret” in Theodore Cloak
Theatre on Saturday, 19 April at
8:00 p.m. Admission is free but
tickets should be picked up at the
Lawrence box office to assure
seating. The French is not difficult
and should be within easy reach of
anyone having two terms of Fren
ch. Actors will play well-known
tales like “ L ittle Red-Riding
Hood," “ Bluebeard," and “ Puss in
Boots” as well as two African tales.
Everything You Wanted to Know
About Alcohol and Other Drugs
M isc o n ce p tio n s, S y m p to m s ,
Genetic Implications, Birth Defec
ts, Intervention, and Treatment.
The seminar is sponsored by Ed
Hammen and Andy Anderson of
Community Alcoholism Services
(CASI). The classes will meet ap
proximately two to three times a
week for two hours. The purpose of
the seminar is to promote a greater
understanding of the problems of
Alcoholism and chemical depen
dency. If you are interested, please
call Ann Rich at ext. 331 as soon as
possible.
ATTENTION
All LUCC
Recognized Organizations
Budget requests for the 19801981 school year are due A P R IL
20, 1980 to Jennifer Abraham in
East House. The Finance Commit
tee will not accept proposals for
'80-'81 funding after Sunday. If
you have any questions, please call
Jennifer Abraham, ext. 649, or
Scott Limpert, ext. 319.
“ Oedipus the K ing”
One of the great "classics” is
coming to Lawrence. “Oedipus the
K ing” will be shown this Tuesday,
April 22 at 7:30 in Youngchild 161
free of charge. The movie is spon
sored by Eta Sigma Phi. Freshmen,
take advantage of this follow-up of
your Freshmen Studies course.

The People’s Film Committee Survey
T h e P eop le s F ilm C o m m itte e has draw n up the fo llo w in g list o f possible W e e k e n d F ilm s
for next year. T o help us in our decision, circle yo u r choices and drop this survey in to one o f
the m a rk e d envelopes posted in each d o rm . Th an ks.

DRAMA:
Ju lia
T h e C an d id ate
A ll the P resident's M en
O n e D ay in the Life o f Ivan D enisovich
B arry Lyndon
Days of H eaven

COMEDY:

T h e C on versation
K lute
F id d le r on the Roof
Five Easy Pieces
King o f M a rvin G ardens
Blue C o llar
B adlands

C actus Flow er
Life o f B rian
T h e T h re e M u sketeers
T h e O d d C ou ple
M u rd er By D eath
How to Succeed in Business
W ith o u t R eally T ry in g
B ein g T h ere
H arry and T o n to
Paper M oon

King of H earts
Th e M ouse T h a t Roared
MASH
L ittle Big M an
A n im a l House
Th e Pink P anther
A S ho t in th e D ark
Young F ran ken ste in
T h e Last D etail

SCI-FI:

CONCERT FILMS:

2 0 0 1 : A Space Odyssey
S ilen t R unning
T h e M an W h o F ell to E arth

W oo dstock
Ladies and G en tle m en :
T h e R olling Stones
T h e Last W altz

B re a k in g A w ay
D ia ry o f a M ad H ousew ife
T h e C o n fo rm is t
T o m Jones
A S treetc ar N a m e d D esire
G o n e W ith T h e W ind
Sounder

Woody Allen:
S leep er
B ananas
M a n h a tta n
Play It A g a in , S am
D o n 't D rin k the W ate r
T h e F ro n t
T a k e the M o n ey and Run
W h at's U p T ig e r Lily?

Th e F u ry
A nd y W arhol's Fran ken ste in
Th e H au ntin g

ADVENTURE, SUSPENSE
COPS, ROBBERS
& GANGSTERS
P apillon
S orcerer
S erpico

G o ld fin g e r
Th u n d e rb a ll
You O n ly Live Tw ice
T o Russia W ith Love
D eliverance

HUMPHREY BOGART
WEEKEND FESTIVAL

ALFRED HITCHCOCK
WEEKEND FESTIVAL

(p ick 4):
C asablanca
T h e A frican Q u een
T h e M a ltes e Falcon
T o H ave and Have N ot
T h e T re a s u re o f the S ierra M adre

(p ick 4):
Rebecca
V ertig o
Fren zy
M a rie
T h e T h irty -N in e Steps

Marty Massopust, We are going
to help you celebrate now that you
are a free woman. Wear and use all
that we have given you. Be ready
at seven o’clock tonight to open
your door for your mystery date!
You can thank us tomorrow.
— Your Matchmakers
Happy Birthday Karl, Get op
timistic and take it easy. I hope
that all your wishes come true.
—Love, Chris
To Are-Not, Ranger-Deeg, Ugh,
Kraustie, Studley, Chucles, Bergie,
Eddie, Teddy, Megan, and yes even
you, Z-Man w ith your dam n
English Ale, and most of all to A n
nie: Thanks for getting me through
two very long mother-loving weeks.
Y ou’re the best—down to the very
last ounce...no jit!!!
—Capt. JB G
To Trever: We'll be there to meet
you at the Union, people. W e’re
grabbing a table right after class,
and we’re gonna have your
glass(es). If you aren't there when
the QB Crew starts playing...
—Z-Man <fi Capt. JB G
The Lawrentian has financial
problem? Big deal! W hat worries
me is the fact that the new editorin-chief is a Reagan supporter! God
help us, everyone! —Tiny Dr. Tim
(Camp Guru, Keeper of the Sacred
Tablets)
Dear Sirs: Actually, we don't
want anything. The whole mess got
started when we were having a big
party
to
celebrate
the
revolution...and...well, things got
out of hand. But we’re afraid to
admit this, because if the Ayatollah
knew how much liquor we had at
the party, he’d chop off our hands.
—
The U.S. Embassy, Tehran, Iran
Attention all Speds: The word
has come from the Great Om 
nipotent God of Ineptitude (I
forgot the real name) that if the LU
chapter of the Sigma Epsilon Delta
does not have a party soon, we may
lose our charter. Do you know what
that means? It means that we
might no longer be SPEDS. We will
just be a bunch of ordinary clods!
Do you want that? I don’t. Im 
mediate action is indicated.
Earth Day ’80. Celebrate April 22
at Mosquito Hill. Mother Nature
will be our host.
"Personally, I don’t care where I
—aD .G .
sleep!”
A pril 14,1980
Mr. M —W atch out for those
Texans—they might not like fuzzy
beds! Unfortunately I do. I ’m glad
you don't charge.

Catholic Mass
Colman Lounge
A P R IL
19—Saturday, 4:30 p.m.
27—Sunday, 10:30 a.m.
MAY
3—Saturday, 4:30 p.m.
11—Sunday, 10:30 a.m.
17—Saturday, 4:30 p.m.
31—Saturday, 4:30 p.m.

JUNE
8—Sunday, 10:30 a.m.
Spring Term 1980
The Students
Final Exam Schedule

Mon., June 9
Tues., June 10
Wed., June 11
Thurs., June 12

Clan*
Meeting
Tim»
9:50 MWF
2:30 TT
1:30 MWF
11:10 MWF
8:30 MWF
8:00 or
9:00 TT
12:30TT
2:50 MWF

Final
Exam
Time
8:30 am
1:30 pm
8:30 am
1:30pm
8:30 am
1:30 pm
8:30am
1:30 pm

The last meeting of the Commit
tee on Administration before the
final exam period is Ju n e 5.
Therefore, all petitions to change
final exam times are to be submit
ted by June 4. Henceforth petitions
tjt-ehange final exams for travel
purposes will not be approved.
Students are to arrange travel
plans around the final exam period.
Winter Term Grade
Point Averages
Freshmen
Soph.
Junior*
Seniors

1980
2.727
2.848
3.049
3.124

1979
2.775
2.908
2.996
3.129

1978
2.753
2.826
3.036
3.148

1977
2.687
2.901
2.999
3.112

Announcing a Staff Vacancy for

ADMISSION
COUNSELOR

HORROR:
T h e E xorcist
N ig h t o f the Living Dead
D aw n o f the D ead

Roscoe: I am told that I danced
with you at the Sage party last
Saturday night. Did I have a good
time?
—Hipster
P.S. You know, you’re always
welcome to visit me downstairs...

agencies. He also believes that by
balancing the budget (without
constitutional constraints), we no
longer give governm ent the
essential powers of printing and
borrowing money. However, by
limiting the responses of political
actors we can achieve efficiency,
normalcy, and equality. Most of
all, by passing statutory laws,
lim itin g
expenditures
and
revenues, Buchanan feels that we
can create a just system of
taxation.
Lastly, Buchanan’s total fiscal
outlook has turned from one of
optimism and confidence to one
of pessimism and discontent. He
explained that during the 1970’s,
successful tax reform programs
like proposition thirteen created
much excitment and publicity
across the country. He was
hopeful that in the near future,
favoritism for such reform s
would spark a fire in the federal
government. Unfortunately, this
has not been the case. With all the
attention turned overseas and
increases in the defense budget
looking more likely by the
minute, Buchanan believes it is
extrem ely unlikely that the
government will cut its ex
penditures in the 1980’s.
To say the least, Buchanan’s
lecture was enlightening and
though provoking. The lecture
series will resume on April 28
when Charles Cicchette, a former
member of the Public Service
Commission and a well-respected
economist at U.W.-Madison, will
speak.

Texas C hain Saw M assacre
C re atu re fro m the B lack Lagoon
(3 -D V ersion )

B onnie and C lyde
C hin ato w n
Th e French C on nectio n
The Long G o odb ye
M u rd er on the O rie n t Express
T h e G o d fa th e r, Part II

Rear W ind ow
S p ellb o u n d
S ab o teu r
T h e Bird3
T o C atch a T h ie f
S had ow of D o u b t
F a m ily Plot

W O ULD YOU
LIK E T O S E E C A R T O O N S & S H O R T S B E F O R E T H E F E A T U R E S N E X T
Y E A R ? Yes or N o

A p p lica tio n s due Friday, April 25, 1980. S tarting
date a p p ro x im a te ly A ugust 1, 1980. See in fo r
m ation posted on C areer C en ter b u lletin board.
C o n tact M s. H ardt, C are e r C en ter, or Mr. W h it
com b, B usiness O ffice , for add itio n al in fo rm atio n .

Lawrence University
A N E Q U A L O P P O R T U N IT Y E M P L O Y E R

I M s o f t b a ll
s trik e e n d s
by Ralph, Cig, & Vinnie Garr
The IM Softball Players
Association agreed Monday to
delay any strike action until later
in the season. After a long Sunday
night session at J im ’s, player
representative Yaz Dwyer said
that the strike would be delayed
until May 22, because “the fans
are on our side and will probably
boycott the games.” Thus the IM
season will open on Monday as
originally planned, unless Ma
Nature honors us with some more
of that fluffy, white stuff.
The battle for the c h a m 
pionship promises to be,a hard
fought struggle as last year’s
champion Phi Delt squad has
been hurt severely by retirement,
especially F rank “ B oom er”
Bouressa. The Phis fear a drop in
the standings, as they have to
rely mainly on a group of inept
Juniors. Pete Prichodko is
especially cynical: “ With knobs
like
L am berton,
T orcivia,
Matchefts, and Wood playing,
we’re really scraping the bot
tom.”
The heir apparent to the title
appears to be Trever, which has
picked up last y e a r’s self
endowed MVP Jim “ I ’m great
and
I acknowledge
th a t”
Piotrowski. “ With me, Trever
will be unstoppable,” he said in a
typically humble moment; “ I ’m
the dom inating fo rce.” Also
aiding Trever will be Dwyer, who
looks 20 but plays like a 41 year
old, and A1 “Which side is right
field on?” Gunn.
Kohler also looks to be strong,
as Lee Hurlbut will bring his vast
basketball
talents
to
the
diamond. When asked about the
upcoming season, Coach and
Head Cheerleader W ild Bill
Dougherty
replied
en
thusiastically, “ Oh gee. I don’t
know. That’s a good question.”
The Delts w ill be “ co m 
petitive,” says non-player non
coach Kent A llen. Barney
Hendrickson was impressive in
preseason Quad-ball, but he
defected to the LtJ baseball team,

a move which will seriously
hinder the Delts chances. Wally
Chambers
has
made
a
miraculous recovery and now
plans to play first base coach.
Kipp “ Rifle A rm ” Schrage ap
pears to be in peak form
following a practice session held
downtown last weekend.
Brokaw plans to be this
season’s darkhorse, but unless
Keith “ Magic” Smedema can
return to the form he showed
before his bout with alcoholism,
the Brokaw season could turn to
manure.
The Cig Eps also look like a
despondent team , especially
without Chuck "Sam Worthen
should have been first team”
Keller and Randy “ Manny’ Daul.
Butthead Baird promises to “pop
some up,” though.
The Betas are rebuilding
following their championship two
years ago. However, with the
double-play com bination of
Richie “ De Jesus” Gray and
“ Babe” Beals, they may be near
the top when the results are
tallied.
The Phi Taus plan “to surprise
some people before this thing is
over.” Therefore, nothing will be
said about them.
As for lowly Plantz, Bombo and
Vida, or the Moas and Boas Show,
as they’re now called, appeared
to have team spirits at a “high”
last week. On Thursday they led a
large group of people around
campus singing, “ Let us go
forw ard
together.”
U n
fortunately, they later found out
that the parade was a planned
event in the Bach Festival, and
the crowd thought they were coconductors. Unrest is evident
among Plantz team members,
however. Says second baseman
Boom Boom Behm , “ Coach
Mochalski keeps walking around
with a lacrosse stick saying,
‘Let’s hit some people.’ I wonder
about h im .”
Colman is still trying to scrape
together a team, and Ormsby has
moved to Oshkosh.

Women ’s
track
finishes
third

Friday, April 18,1980

by Stormy Sue McGrath
The Women’s Track Team
opened the 1980 season on
Wednesday afternoon before a
capacity crowd at Whiting Field.
Coached by Ruth Bateman and
Gene Davis, the team placed a
respectable
third
in
the
quadran gular meet, finishing
behind Ripon and Carroll and
head of St. Norbert.
The field events were capably
covered by Robin Chapman,
Lynda Jackson, Sue Quentel,
Sandy Fountain, and Elise Epps.
A team of Ann Dyrud, Fountain,
Jackson, and Epps awed spec
tators with its preformance in the
440 yard relay, demonstrating
smooth baton-passing and great
attitudes. The mile relay team,
comprised of Monica
McNaughton, Susy Schultz, Ellen
Kloehn, and Elise Epps, ran a
spectacular race and probably
set a new record or two. Milers
Sandy Kawleski & Cathy Cotter
finished neck-in-neck and Stormy
Sue McGrath, keeping pace to the
familiar Simon and Garfunkel
tune, “ Mrs. Robinson,” ran the
two-mile. Epps and Kloehn
looked strong in the 440 as did
McNaughton and Schultz in the
880. The dynamic duo of Dyrud
and McGrath ran the hurdles,
M cN aughton, Fountain, and
Jackson represented Lawrence
in other sprinting events.
The women will travel to Ripon
next Wednesday, and will per
form at home again for the
Viking Relays. Spectators are
encouraged to experience first
hand the enthusiasm of Ann
Dyrud as she runs the 400-meter
hurdles,
to observe
Susy
McGrath search for an event in
which she can beat someone, and
to marvel at Sue Schultz, who has
the nerve to wear Snoopy
sunglasses while she runs. Be at
W hiting Field at 12:00 on
Saturday, April 26 for all this and
more.

S u p re m a c y C u p P o in ts
P Fraternity Division
Phi D elts
D elts
S ig Eps
Phi T au
Betas

800
450
350
1 8 7 .5
1 8 7 .5

Hall Division (Men)
Plantz
F a cu lty
T rev er
S age
K ohler
B riggs
O rm s b y
In dependents
B ro kaw
C o lm an

This Week’s Player of the Week goes to Jean Laux
the high-spirited and ever-aloof nucleus of the Downer
working corps. Bobbing from dining room to dining
room, salad bar to milk machine, her perpetual smile
has lifted many a melancholy Lawrentian from the
doldrums of a rain-saturated third term. Her intensity
and immaculate efficiency has enabled the Food Ser
vices to axe the porter position, which formerly em
ployed two Division I I I All-Downer porters, from the
payroll. While changing the salad bar in A dining
room, Jean paused to reflect a moment about this
dubious honor: “ Well, a ... oh, wait a minute, the skim
milk is out.”

450
390
350
300
250
100
50
50
25
25

Women’s Division
Kappa A lph a T h e ta
D elta G a m m a
A lp h a Chi
Plantz
C o lm an
T rev er

300
200
100
90
50
40

Fencing Results
1st
2n d
3rd
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Player of H e Week
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S cott M arshall (4 -1 )
S teve Henslow (3 -2)
Karl E ckn er (3 -1 )

R u g g e rs s q u e a k b y

E a u

C la ir e

-r i

RUGGERS PLAY in the mud.
by Adolf Spike
Exactly one year ago last
weekend, “ Jum p in’ ” Joe Pahr, a
jun io r
from
Lancaster,
Wisconsin, was overseas wat
ching the Welsh National Rugby
Championship in Cardiff, South
Wales. Pahr was so impressed by
the marvelous mayhem on the
field and the ram bunctious
rowdyism among the fans that he
vowed right then to start playing
rugby
when
he
returned
stateside.
Last Saturday, in only his
second match ever, Pahr scored
one try, assisted on another,
played aggressive defense and
generally inspired the Appleton
Rugby Club to its second B-side
win of the season, a grueling 10-9
victory over the Eau Claire
Rugby Club on the IPC field.
Pahr was not alone in his
heroics, as Bruce Barkwill’s
dazzling dash for a try, Chris
Cross; bone-crushing tackling,
“ Y ia nno s” L ie n ’s rib-tickling
exhibition of hooking, Pete
Prichodko’s hapless hands, and
Bruce Kelm’s hospital passing
provided excitement for fan and
rugger alike.
Midway through the first half,
with the score tied at zero, the
Appleton forwards won the ball in
the scrum. The ball was passed
neatly out to the winger
Prichodko who passed back to
Pahr. “J .P .” waddled past a
would-be tackier, waded through
a large mud puddle, wandered to
his left, and finally weaseled
through a group of opposing
players before touching the ball
down on the other side of the try
line. An exuberant Prichodko
screamed, ‘‘Did you see that?
Unbelievable!”
Pahr never even batted an eye
afterwards, probably because his

Photo: Mike Kortenhof

eyes were so filled with grime
that he hadn’t seen where he was
going in the first place.
The Eau Claire squad showed a
lot of spunk for a first year club,
and actually led the match
through most of the second half
by a score of 9-4.
Eau Claire’s advantage was
erased when Bruce Barkwill took
a pass from Einer Tangen and
simply outran everyone on the
pitcn by ten yards en route to a
match-winning try. Steve An
derson’s extra point kick proved
to be the final decisive points of
the match.
THE SPIKE PLA YE R OF THE
W EEK AWARD is bestowed upon
Joe Pahr, whose exploits off the
field last Saturday directly
contrasted his on-field antics.
Apparently, Pahr was not content
merely scoring tries in the af
ternoon, but insisted on trying to
score later that night as well.
THE
BOTCHED
BALL
AWARD is enthusiastically given
to poor Pete Prichodko, who
narrowly missed three separate
scoring attempts. On one of his
finer efforts of the day,
Prichodko was hit, stumbled, and
landed out of bounds less than 2
feet from the try line. A stoic
Prichodko surmised; “ It wasn’t
to be . . , otherwise it would have
been.”
The Appleton Rugby Club
travels
to
Beaver
D am ,
Wisconsin this weekend to en
tertain the Dodge County Rugby
Club in both A and B-side m at
ches. The A’s will be looking to
secure their first win of the
season, while the B-Bombers will
try to extend their winning streak
to three games with no defeats.
SPIKE SPREAD: Appleton by
six points in both matches.

ATTENTION
College Seniors
T h e C o m m it t e e o n P u b lic P o lic y S t u d ie s

» £ £ ,*

S

U

P U B

B

T h e U n iv e r s it y o f C h ic a g o

T W O

Y E A R M A S T E R ’S

D E G R E E P R O G R A M
A p p li c a t i o n D e a d lin e M a y 15

FRE SH D ELIC A T ESSEN QUALITY
726 W. C o llege Ave., A ppleton
D E L IV E R Y

E V E R Y D A Y —

7 3 4 - 3 5 3 6

W rite:
C O M M IT T E E ON PU B LIC PO LIC Y STU D IE S
301 W ieb o ld t Hall
1050 East 59th Street
C hicago, IL 60637
(312) 753-1896
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Sphere thumpers win first
by Tom Walker
and Kevin Burns
The Law rence U niversity
men’s tennis group opened its
1980 season with a sound 9-0
thumping of the UW-Green Bay
Phoenix. Despite inclem ent
weather in the Green Bay athletic
complex, the Vikes were on top
throughout the a ffa ir. The
Vikings maintained dominance in
their various positions during the
three-hour encounter. Beating off
the challenge of a young but virile
G.B. squad, the netmen rose to
the occasion of opening up on the
road, which was obviously hard
on them. As co-captain Dan Bern
remarked to reporters, “ Sure, we
beat them, but we played in
spurts. The fellows seemed to be
up and down the whole afternoon.
I ’m thinking of quitting.”
Portly senior Brent Pangborn,
a doubles specialist since his
tough loss in the Camp Murrietta
singles semi-finals to the late
Chris Taylor, expanded on Bern’s
sentim ents: “ My relationship
with tennis is purely physical
nowadays; the emotion is gone.
I ’ve lost my taste for tennis. I ’d
rather sit in the grill and eat
french fries.”
Challenged by P an g b o rn ’s
statement, Coach Mary PoulsenHeineken exclaimed hotly: “ I
don’t know what’s eating him.
Our sweat suits were stolen, and
our budget remains at its 1955
level. Brad’s just making ex
cuses. It’s the little people that
are hurt by inflation.”
Admitted Kennedy supporter
Dave Challoner had these words
for reporters when they caught
him playing with the ball
machine: “ For four long years

I ’ve been waiting for this op
portunity to explain my position,
and I can now safely say that it
isn’t raining, and we are claiming
a victory here this afternoon.”
Cron Mueller, a grizzled three
year veteran of the varsity sport,
expressed his undying devotion
for tennis. After one of his few
long rallies in Green Bay, he was
overheard yelling: “ I love this
game. I can’t fully express how I
feel when I come on the court for
a m atch. Afterw ards I am
relaxed—spent but sa tisfie d .”
M ueller looked em barrassed,
then said sheepishly: “ Actually,
I ’m basically lying. I ’d rather
play golf, to tell you the truth.”
This year’s varsity lineup is as
follows: Bern at No. .1 singles,
Dean Walsh at No. 2, co-captain
Muellerat No. 3, Cameron Jackson
at No. 4, Andy Schmidt at No. 5
and Ted Woznicki at No. 6. The
doubles teams are Bern-Mueller,
Walsh-Jackson and SchmidtBrent Pangborn.
Freshmen Jackson and Sch
midt reported separately that
making the varsity team was
“ Nice. ” Jackson commented that
“ College tennis is a lot like high
school tennis, except it’s in
college.”
This weekend the felt-covered
rubber ball hitters play host to 9
other optic-yellow ball en
thusiasts’ teams in the annual
Lawrence Inv itatio n al Tour
nament, which takes place every
year. Huge crowds are expected
to come and flood the courts, as
Cron Mueller and Bern have
called off all classes on Friday.
Play begins at 9:00 a.m. Friday
and Saturday.
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by BB and Moshiet
The scene: Alexander Coliseum
The date: April 12 and 13, 1980
The occasion: The Leta Lyon
In v itatio n al B adm inton Tour
nament
After absorbing the influx of
untold legions of fanatical
mintoneers on Saturday, the
Coliseum—that ancient testing
ground of body and spirit—was
the scene of frenzied competition
as the m o nom aniacally selfsacrificing
Racket-Wielders
showed almost total disregard for
life and limb in their pursuit of
the beatific birdie. When the
conflagration had finally drawn
to a close, a battered and battleweary few proudly carted home
their hardware.
Hardly an eye was batted when
the
indefatigable
Simon
"Charleston” Chu predictably
smashed and slashed his way to
unconditional victory in the
m e n ’s singles. P lacing an
inestimably distant second was
the disadvantageously occidental
Tony Hurtig. Still dazed from his
unfortunate confrontation with
the incomparable Chu, Hurtig
could only stammer "Pound for
pound he’s the best athlete on
campus.”
In the women’s singles com
petition, the upstart Cathy
Wagner plodded to victory via a
combination of parachutist lobs
and perfectly placed dinks.
"She can stroke ’em like nobody
else in the game,” praised a
disappointedly second best Ellen
Dehm.
Ellen sipped the sweet nectar
of revenge in the w om en’s
doubles, however, as she teamed

L a c ro s s e c lu b lose s o p e n e r

STICKSTERS battle Ripon.
by Schmiddy
The intense roar of a highly
partisan home crowd enveloped
Tony Brown as he slipped past
the Ripon defensemen to drive in
the first goal of the LU Lacrosse
season. This seemed to spark the
highly volatile Viking offense in
the first period. Geoff Meader led
a beautifully choreographed first
quarter by driving home two
more points as opposed to
Ripon’s null set. Said “ Guido” ,
about his unp aralled per
formance, “ In high school they
called me ‘Golden Stick”
Later in the half, however, the
tides of fate turned against the
Vikes and their momentum was

Photo: Leslie Schwartz

lost in the undercurrent as they
sloshed through the muddy
tu rm oil. The Ripon defense
mustered enough coordination to
thwart the efforts of Tim O'Brien,
John Boas, Dave Eddy and the
LU offensive unit. By half-time,
Ripon had equaled LU ’s three
points.
The Vikes had intimidated the
Redmen to such an extent,
however, that their coach, Art
Peters (an All-American senior),
dressed
for
and
played
throughout the second half. Mike
"A tilla” Updike, who is known
for his iniquitous style of play,
was dismayed that he could not
receive the first penalty. Instead,

Fred “ G .I. Jo e ” H offm an
received
this
distinction.
Flashing a toothless grin Hoff
man said, “ That was more fun
than a Mohawk party.” The other
defensemen, Bob Weatherall and
Ross Q uaintance, ran th e m 
selves to exhaustion for lack of
regular substitutes. The team
missed the perform ance of
sidelined Ralph Weickel. Player
extraordinaire Bob Weatherall
sacrificed his body for the game;
a leg injury kept Spoon out for
much of the match. At the end of
this animated game, Ripon had
bested the Vikes 10-5. Lawrence
had made a staunch show in the
dawning of its new season.
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H U RT IG AND CHU practice their art.
Photo: Leslie Schuartz

up with Nina Shepherd to supress
the duo of Sue Quentel and a now
hum bled Cathy W agner. ‘‘I
deserved i t ! ” preened the
delightfully dainty Dehm after
delicately devouring the delec
table of nectar.
In the m en’s doubles, opponentturned-mentor Tony Hurtig rode
the “ Chattanooga Choo” Chu into
the depot of victory, as the two
derailed the HO gauged op
position of Karl Eckner and John
Kuehl. Lee Hurlbut, out of his
element in the loser’s circle, was
apparently unable to get the
Hurlbut-Wiele express on the
proper track, as they rolled to a
third place tie with the O ’Morchoe-Rabago line. After the
debacle, the customarily candid
Hurlbut explained, “ We simply
ran out of steam. Our engines
are in desperate need of an
overhaul.”
In the mixed doubles com
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petition, E llen Dehm played
Empress in the Chu dynasty, as
she and the diminutive one ex
tended their domain to include
the elusive mixed doubles crown.
"We were overrun,” said the
dethroned Sue Quentel, speaking
for her partner, the subjugated
and oft-conquered Tony Hurtig;
"They Chewed us up and spat us
out.”
“ Next year for sure!” vowed a
bitter J im ‘‘ Bird W a tc h e r”
Piotrowski and “ Boom Town”
Schneider after they had suc
cessfully snatched defeat from
the jaws of victory for the second
consecutive year. The graduation
of the indomitable Chu, however,
may lend some credence even to
this half-cocked oath when
tournament fever hits again next
year. And why not? If Pittsburgh
and Montreal graduated from the
N.L. East, the Cubs might win the
pennant.
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In response to questions from new residents of
Appleton concerning the occasionally strong odor from
local paper plants, a city official (who shall remain un
named). was heard to reply: “These plants are the key to
our local economy. As to the odor problem, once you
get past the smell, you've got it licked”.

r CONKEY

(as reported by Cips Clamowsky)

226 E. C o lleg e Ave.
739-1223

Ju s t a Rem inder:
THIRD THRU SIXTH W EEKS: R e c e ip t m u s t be p re s e n te d fo r a ll r e 
fu n d s . New, unm arked books refunded at 10% off new price. Used
or m arked books refunded at V2 new price. If, during this tim e, you
purchase a text then wish to return it, do so within th r e e days for
full refund.
A FTE R SIXTH W E EK . N o re fu n d s . Receipts no longer needed. Books
bought back only at wholesale prices. It is almost always advant
ageous to you to hold books for:
BUYBACKS: Held during Finals Weeks; dates will be announced. Books
used in future terms (as verified by instructors' requisitions on file)
receive higher prices, books not being used are bought at w hole
sale. It is not wise to hold books through an extra year, as an edition
change can render your book valueless on the wholesale m arket
O ur m ajor buyback period is at end-of-school in June.
D E F E C T IV E BOOKS: exchanged an any tim e if obviously a publishina
defect.
•
a
S TO LE N OR M ISSING BOOKS: Report these to the bookstore as soon
as possible. We can then watch for these books to be offered for re
fund or buyback, especially if you have marked them with your name
or other special mark.

